This PDF document may have been modified and may not be representative of the contents in the official Bike Map. Pierce County is not responsible for any variations from the official Bike Map.

The map features are approximate and are intended only to provide an indication of said feature. Additional areas that have not been mapped may be present. This is not a survey. Orthophotos and other data may not align.

Please note: This map and accompanying information is intended solely to assist bicyclists in their selection of facilities to ride throughout Pierce County. In providing this information, Pierce County does not designate these facilities as formal bikeways. Pierce County does not assume liability for any bicyclists who choose to travel upon any of the facilities shown on this map, nor does the County guarantee the usability condition or fitness for any of the listed facilities for bicycling. Many of the facilities identified on this map are not on public roads and are not on public roads that are exposed to daily usage and degradation due to weather, motorized traffic, and other environmental factors. Facilities may require additional safety considerations, including use, crowds, and accidents. Riders may encounter expansion joints, debris, unscouping vegetation, uneven surfaces, and other natural and manmade features. Riders should also remain alert for areas of visual impairment and other obstructions that may impact rider and motorist ability to see each other or potential road hazards. The chance that one may come into an area of visual impairment for other roadway hazards is not included in the map.

This map includes facilities within multiple jurisdictions. Conditions and design elements vary by jurisdiction.

It is the responsibility of the individual rider to remain alert at all times to the conditions of the facility, motorized and other traffic on the facility, and the inherent potential for conflict in any shared use spaces. Riders should always ride with care for their own safety as well as the safety of all other users of the facility or right-of-way. This map replaces all prior versions of the Pierce County Bike Map. Riders should consult the most current version of the map. The most current version may be found at www.piercecountywa.org/bikemap.